
From Optics to Virtual Reality

Get a  demo

Unique software combining photometric and mechanical data to analyze 
and accurately predict the behavior of light inside the leading CAD 
platforms.

OPTIS delivers the only CAD integrated simulation solutions to provide a 
single virtual prototyping environment allowing optical and mechanical 
engineers to perform up-front analysis and product design optimization.

Access optical and material properties through an on-line library, 
perform advanced measurements, exact color analysis, compare 
simulation results from different product configurations, and export 
industry standard reports without middleware or the need to manually 
import or export data.

Shorten design cycles from weeks to hours by using the world’s leading 
high performance simulation toolset and reduce your critical time to 
market by seamlessly integrating mechanical and optical information 
from design concept to product validation.
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From Optics to Virtual Reality

Simulate any lighting system. Luminaires, Emergency & Safety Lighting, Under 
Cabinet or Recessed Lighting, Traffic Lights, Landscape Lights, External Building 
Lighting, Arena and Stadium Lighting.

Utilize any LED, Incandescent or Fluorescent source. Design and optimize lens and
reflector systems to meet desired intensity, illuminance and luminance outputs; and 
CIE color standards. Determine correlated color temperature.

Outdoor Lighting
With OPTIS photometry and colorimetry tools you can analyze the efficiency of 
outdoor lighting projects for public areas, architecture, events, and roads. The 
software creates accurate simulations by enabling you to define surface properties, 
ambient lighting, and meteorological conditions.

Indoor Lighting
You can simulate the performance of fixtures, luminaires, and projectors for any 
environment, such as the home, office, hospital, transportation, and manufacturing 
environments. Virtually verify compliance with international luminaire and 
architecture standards CIE, IES, and EULUMDAT. Even create a virtual theater, 
showroom, art gallery, museum, or exposition.

OPTIS software can model virtually every type of light source from incandescent 
bulbs to arc sources to LEDs, taking into account the complete source geometry.

Illuminating the Lighting Industry
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